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Campus Wiley, Fawcett
Ca sules
Resign Posts
Cooperative Education
Program Extends Office
The Cooperative Education
Program office hours will be
extended. During the winter
semester, the office will be open
every Wednesday evening until 7
p.m. Students enrolled in
program courses or those in
terested in cooperative education
classes are encouraged to either
drop in or make an appointment
during the evening hours. The
office is located in Room 210,
Goodison Hall. The telephone
number is 487-1005.

Two Photography Exhibits,
Folk Art Exhibit Continue
An exhibit of contemporary
American folk art by Eddie
Arning and Bruce Brice con
tinues on exhibit in Sill Gallery
through Jan. 30. Arning is noted
for his bold line crayon drawings
on paper. Brice's paintings
reflect scenes from his native
New Orleans.
A photography display by Bill
Siemers, recent EMU graduate
with a bachelor's degree in
dramatic arts and film, is being
exhibited in the Intermedia
Gallery, McKenny Union until
Jan. 18.

Geography Club Plans
Trip to Scief!ce Center
A trip to the Detroit Science
Center on Friday, Jan. 18 will be
finalized at the regular meeting
of the EMU Geo Club (formerly
the Geography/Geology Club)
Wednesday, Jan. 16 at 3 p.m. in
Room 201, Strong Hall. The club
will see a film titled "Genesis,"
which highlights an earthquake,
Masai warriors and a sea floor
spreading from the middle. The
film is unique because it will be
shown on a screen surrounding
the audience. The club will leave
for the Science Center at 6:30
p.m. on Friday from the west
parking lot near Strong Hall. A
sign-up sheet for the trip is
located outside Room 201,
Strong Hall. �veryone is invited.

Tickets Still
Available for Classical
Guitarist Concert Jan. 17
Tickets for the performance of
classical guitarist
Manuel
Barrueco Thursday, Jan. 17 are
still available. The concert will
begin at 8:30 p.m. in Pease
Auditorium. A reservation-only
buffet supper will be served prior
to the performance. Tickets for
the performance and buffet are
being sold at the Campus Life
Ticket Booth, 117 Goodison Hall
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays.
Tickets may be purchased by
mail. For further information,
contact the EMU Office of
Campus Life at 487-3045.

Two EMU administrators, I by Dr. Sandy MacLean,
cited b,· Laurence Smith, vice
associate vice-president for
preside�t for student affairs, as
student affairs, will begin
"making a significant con
meeting this month to start a
tribution to the growth and
national search for Fawcetfs
development of Eastern" have
replacement. The committee
resigned their positions.
members are: Ronald Kuznair,
Both Roger A. Wiley, director
bank cashier at the National
of admissions, and Lee C.
Bank of Ypsilanti; Dr. Roselle
Fawcett, director of financial
Wilson, director of minority
aid, recently submitted their
affairs; Judy Keenan, president
resignations.
of student government; Michael
Wiley, citing an opportunity
Johnson, EMU student; Dr.
he couldn't pass up, has accepted
Raymond Padilla, director of the
a position as regional director
Biiingual- Bicultural Teacher
with the Stein Co. in Atlanta,
Education Program; Bob
Ga. That company, a public· Schultz, director of university
relations firm, handled an ad
accounting;
Judy
Taylor,
vertising campaign for the
associate director of financial
University a few years ago.
aid; and one member from the
Fawcett is exploring other
financial aid student advisory
employment
possibilities,
council.
probably in higher education. ··1
According to Smith, the
.
felt it was time for a change, .
committee will steadily conduct
Fawcett said.
a thorough search for a financial
A search committee, chaired
aid director. "Barring receiving

Roger A. Wiley

Lee C. Fawcett

a job offer which won't wait,
expect to remain in my position
until a successor is appointed,"
Fawcett stated.
Smith, however, is uncertain
of the plans to find a successor to
Wiley. Wiley is expected to
remain in his post for about five
weeks.
"The University is fortunate to
have Donald Kajcienski as the

associate director of admissions.
Kajcienski has served as a
director of admissions at another
college. He'll be able to provide
strong leadership in ad
ministration during the tran
sition period," Smith com
mented.
In his new position, Wiley will
be responsible for admission and
(continued on page 3)

EMU's public radio station,
WEMU, has scheduled a series of
three big band dances featuring
southeastern Michigan's most
talented big bands. The dances
will be held from 8:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. Jan. 19, Feb. 16 and
April 19 in Hoyt Conference
Center.

The EMU radio station will
begin the three-dance series with
a "Satellite Ball" Saturday, Jan.
19, "to celebrate WEMU and
National Public Radio's move to

Dance to the sounds of the big bands in Hoyt Conference Center in
January, February and April. WEMU is sponsoring the three dances
which will feature the Ambassadors, the Satellite Band and the Austin
Moro Band.
the space age." In mid
December, WEMU began using
Western Union's Westar I
satellite to receive programming
from throughout the nation and
the world. The technical im
provement allows the station to
expand service and provide "a
technical quality unequalled by
any radio network or station."
Music for the Jan. 19 dance

will be provided by the Am
bassadors, an Ann Arbor-based
group. The popular band began
performing in 1952 when it was
formed by a group of veterans at
the Veteran's Administration
Hospital. The group is dedicated
to preserving and promoting big
band music and dancing and is
now comprised of performers
from all walks of life.

862 Faculty, Staff, Emeritus Faculty Make
United Way Gifts; Campaign Still Falls Short
According to a final report on
the 1979 EMU Washtenaw
United Way Campaign, the
University fell short of its
established goal of $40,260 by
some $5,000. The campaign
raised $34,948, or 86.8 percent of
its goal.
"Despite some obstacles, the
campaign team effort of in-

Phi Kappa Phi
Sponsors Art
Management Lecture
EMU assistant professor Ken
Stevens, Department of Speech
and Dramatic Arts, will present
a l e c t u r e t i t l e d "A r t s
Management," Monday, Jan. 21
from 11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. in
the Reception Room, McKenny
Union. The lecture is part of the
brown bag lunch and colloquium
program sponsored by Phi Kappa
Phi. The lecture is free and open
to the public.

-

WEMUHosts
Three Big
Band Dances

According to Art Timko,
program director at WEMU and
coordinator of the event, the
radio station decided to sponsor
the dance series "based on the
enthusiastic response of area
residents to a recent dance
sponsored by the station as part
of
Yps i l a n t i' s
'He r i t a g e
Festival.· ..

Mitchell M. Osadchuk

dividual leaders at our University
was gratifying. Personal con
tribution of leadership by
members of the advisory council,
division chairpersons and
department chairpersons is to be
highly commended. Most im-

A total of 862 faculty, staff and
emeritus faculty, out of a total of
1,470, contributed to this year's
campaign. In spite of the fact
that EMU failed to reach its
established goal, the number of
contributors in 1979 represented

In appreciation
"The 1979 EMU Washtenaw United Way Campaign
raised $34,948, a figure that represents 86.8 percent of our
established goal. We are grateful to all those individuals at
EMU who have contributed to the campaign and have
demonstrated their concern for assisting those individuals
in need in Washtenaw County. A special thanks to
everyone."
-Mitchell M. Osadchuk
1979 EMU Campaign Chairman
portantly,
our
University
community deserves a 'Thanks to
you!' for support of the 1979
Mitchell
EMU campaign,
Osadchuk, chairperson of the
1979 effort, stated.
Included in the campaign total
are contributions of $1,870 from
emeritus faculty and $600 from
students.

-

an increase of 22 individuals
from last year.
In 1978, 840 employees
contributed $38,134 including a
student contribution of $4,468.
The smaller student contribution
in 1979 was a significant factor in
the failure to reach the campaign
(continued on page 5)

Thc•deadline for the Jan. 22 issue of FOCUS EMU is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Jan. 15.

The Feb. 16 concert will
feature the Satellite Band,
directed by Steve Franchi, while
the world famous Austin-Moro
Band of Detroit will cap the
series April 19.
In conjuction with the big
band series, WEMU has an
nounced the formation of an
informal group dedicated to the
preservation of big ban,d dance
music, the WEMU Big Band
Dance Society. Anyone attending
a WEMU dance automatically
will become a member of the Big
Band Dance Society as part of
the price of admission. Members
will receive announcements of
upcoming events and no
obligations are incurred with
membership. The radio station
hopes to build a solid foundation
of support for big band music
through participation in the
group.
A cash bar and light snacks
will be available at each of the
WEMU dances.
Tickets, available in advance
only, are $5 each or $25 per
couple for the three-dance series,
a $5 savings. Tickets are
available at Carty's Music, 101
N. Washington, Ypsilanti;
Discount Records, 300 S. State,
Ann Arbor; and Schoolkids
Records, 523 E. Liberty, Ann
Arbor.
For tickets or further in
formation on the dances, call
WEMU's Pubic Information
Department at 487-2229.-

Campus Life
ConcertJan. 27
Features Trio,
The Emotions
The popular recording group
The Emotions will perform in
concert at EMU Sunday, Jan. 27,
at 8 p.m. in Bowen Field House.
The Emotions, a three-sister
group from Chicago, began
singing gospel and spiritual
music and gradually developed a
popular style.
Producers Isaac Hayes and
David Porter were instrumental
in developing the group's cu.rent
sound, the result of which was a
hit song"So I Can Love You."
The group's first album with
(continued on page 2)
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Marshall Back
at CERHelm;
Permanent Head
To be Appointed

Albert P. Marshall, assistant
reference librarian in the
Education and Psychology
Division . of the Center of
Educational Resources, was
named acting director of the
library. The announcement of
. his appointment was made by
Dr. Anthony H. Evans, vice
president for academic affairs
and provost.
Marshall replaces Dr. Fred
Blum who will continue to work
in the library as a reference
librarian.
Marshall served as director of
EMU's library from 1969 to
1972. In 1972, he was appointed
dean of academic services and in
1976 he worked briefly as a
special assistant to the vice
president for academic affairs
before returning to the libary as a
reference librarian in December
of that year.
A native of Texarkana, Texas,
Marshall, 65, received his
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Lincoln University in Jefferson
City, Mo. He also holds a
Bachelor of Science degree in
library science and a Master of
Arts degree in history from the
University of Illinois at Urbana.
In addition, he completed
further graduate work in library
science at the University of
Missouri.
He held various library posts in
Kansas City and Jefferson City
before being named librarian at
State Teachers College, Winston
Salem, N.C., in 1941. In 1950,

Leah Adams
Appointed
Acting Chair
Dr. Leah Adams, associate
professor i n t h e EMU
Curriculum and Instruction
Department, was appointed
acting head of that department
Jan. 7. The announcement of her
appointment was made by Dr.
Anthony H. Evans, vice
president for academic affairs
and provost.
Adams will fill in for Dr. W.
Scott Westerman who is serving
as acting dean of the College of
Education.

Albert Marshall

he returned to Jefferson City to
assume a similar post at his alma
mater.
In the years that followed, he
served at various tirr_e s as
secretary and president of the
Missouri Library Association. He
was a member of the American
Library Association nominating
committee in 1965 and a member
of the ALA Council from 1963 to
1967. He was appointed an
adviser to the President's
Commission on Libraries in
1966.
Marshall is a member of the
American History Association,
the American Association of
University Professors, the
Association for Higher
Education, the Michigan and
Missouri library associations and
the
American
Library
Association, for which he served
as second vice-president in 1971.
He will serve as acting director
of Eastern's library until a new
director is _appointed. His
appointment is effective im
mediately.

Campus Life Hosts Concert Jan. 27
(continued from page I)

Columbia Records, "Flowers,"
was produced by Maurice White,
leader and founder of Earth,
Wind and Fire, and released
during the summer of 1976. Also
in 1976, the group completed a
60-city tour with Earth, Wind
and Fire and Ramsey Lewis. A
follow-up album, "Rejoice,"
provided the group with yet
another hit and a single from the
album, "Best of My Love,"
reached the number one spot in

::,e nat on and earned numerous
:nusic industry awards.
'::'he Eootions' most recent
3ilbum, titled "Come Into Our
world." includes original
-.ateriil \\ritten by members of
:he group and a sound track
-�c::irded by Earth, Wind and
,:ije. C ne of the most popular
:ongs Jn the new album is
�BoogiE Wonderland," written
JI)' .'ohn Lind and Allie Willis.
�isteJ:.S 3hiela, Wanda and
:eanette collaborate to give the
.P-CU}J a fuLbodied vocal sound.

For ticket information, call the
EMU Campus Life Office at 4873045.

$25,000 Scholarship Ei1do"'nient Received
EMU's Office of Development
h a s accepted a $25,000
scholarship endowment from the
Lincoln Health Care Center in
Detroit in the name of Flossie
Harris Whyte, a 1921 graduate
of the University.
The scholarship, which was
presented to the University Dec.
13 by Dr. Maurice Lander,
president of the Lincoln Health
Care Foundation, and Morris
Christensen, vice-president of
the foundation, will be given
annually to junior and senior

students at Eastern in the College
of Human Services.
"This is the largest scholarship
received by this college. It will be
well utilized and most prominent
in the College of Human Ser
vices," Dr. Robert Boissoneau,
dean of the College of Human
Services, said.
According to the scholarship
description, a $1,000 award will
be given annually to qualified
juniors and seniors majoring in
dietetics, health administration,
medical technology, nursing and

-c,ceupational therapy. A faculty
-commi:teE will refer prospective
s:l- ola�hip recipients to the dean
c,f :he College of Human Services
for sele::ticr:.
-Nh}te, a founding member of
the Lincohi Hospital in Detroit,
DO.\' the Lincoln Health Care
Toundation, served as a member
d the bo.ud of trustees of the
fnundatioa from its inception in
1939 nnt:l her retirement in
1968. 3he currently resides in
Floridi;.
=a a re..<Olution passed by the

A native of Malvern, Ohio,
Adams, 47, earned a Bachelor of
Science degree from Ohio State
University in 1954, a Master of
Arts degree from Wayne State
University in 1963 and a Ph.D.
from the University of Michigan
in 1970. Prior to joining the
faculty at Eastern in 1969, she
taught in several different school
systems.
Her appointment is effective
immediately.
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Tickets for the EMU concert
are $6.50 for 11:eneral admission
and $7.50 for reserved seats.
Tickets are available at Where
House Records in Yosilanti. Ann
Arbor and East Lansing and at
Aura Sounde and En
tertainmente in Ann Arbor.
Tickets also are available at
the EMU Campus Life Ticket
Booth, 117 Goodison Hall.

Dr. Maurice Landers (left) and Morris Christensen (second from left) o: lhe Lincoln Health Care Foun
dation in Detroit present a gift of $25,000 to initiate the Flossie Harr:� l\'hy:e Scholarship at EMU to
University Vice-President for University Relations Gary Hawks. Robert BotS.Smea11, d;an of Eastern's College
of Human Services, watches. The scholarship honors Whyte, a 1921 grad 1ate o= Eastern, who served as a
founding member of the foundation from 1939 until her retirement in 1968

Lincoln Health Care Foun
dation's board of directors, the
group honored Whyte for "her
outstanding contribution as a
founding member of the board of
trustees from 1939 until her
retirement."
The $25,000 scholarship
endowment was accepted for the
University by C. Bruce Rossiter,
director of development; Gary
Hawks, vice-president for
university relations; and Robert
Boissoneau, dean of the EMU
College of Human Services.

I

PARTICIPANTS
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Robert Boissoneau, dean of the
College of Human Services,
Professor Young-lob Chung,
Department of Economics, and
Professor Lyla Spelbring,
Department of Occupational
Therapy, presented
their
research paper, "A Cost-Benefit
Analysis Model for Fieldwork
Education in Allied Health Care
Programs" at the 12th annual
meeting of the American Society
of Allied Health Professions held
in Colorado Springs, Col. during
November.
The paper described in the
formulation of a theoretical
model of cost-benefit anaylsis
applicable
to
fieldwork
education in all allied health care
program having a field ex
periences.
Professor Susanne Stephenson,
Department of Art, was awarded
the first prize purchase award at
El Paso Designer Craftsman
1979, Texas for three weeks in
November. Stephenson was
awarded a prize for a procelain
covered jar.
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Financial Aid, Admissions
Directors Resign Posts

(continued from page 1)

commu111cation consulting. . . I
will be working with colleges and
universities to develop ad
missions publications, . . Wiley
stated.
. . Ifs a whole new area for me.
But the opportunity was there
and I couldn"t turn the offer
down," he added.
Wiley was appointed director
of admissions al EMU in August
1976. "My goal was to make the
community more aware of
EMU's various programs and
diversity. I think we have real
achievement in this area, .. Wiley
stated.

Prior to joining the Eastern
staff, Wiley served in various
capacities at Capital University
in Columbus, Ohio, including
director of admissions and
financial aid. Also, he was a
teacher and coach at Fairfield
Senior High School and Hoaglin
Jackson High School, both in
Ohio.

Wilev earned his bachelor's
and � as t e r ' s degrees in
education from Miami
University. Wiley and his family
are residents of Ypsilanti.
Fawcett summed 11p his

decision to resign . .. A lot of my
goals have been accomplished in
the over nine years I've been at
Eastern. I felt it was time to look
in other directions and explore
other opportunities,·· he staled.
Fawcett confirmed that a
factor in his decision to resign
was the growing federal
requirements and restrictions for
financial aid. ..That factor will
be a part of my decision-making
process as I'm looking for another
job,..
Fawcett
remarked,
although he didn't rule out
another position in financial aid.
Fawcett began his career at
Eastern in 1970 as an associate
dean of financial aid. In 1976, he
became the financial aid director
when admissions and financial
aid became separate offices .
hior to his appointment at
EMU, he served as director of
financial aid at Wayne State
University. Also, Fawcett was an
assistant director of admissions
and director of student aid at
Kendall College in Evanston, Ill.
Fawcett earned a bachelor's
degree from the University of
Chicago in 1963 and completed
his master"s degree ,at Wayne
State University in 1970.
He and his family are residents
of Ann Arbor.

Porter Attended White House
Ceremony for Youth Job Program

EMU President John W.
Porter was in Washington, D.C.
Thursday, Jan. 10, to attend a
ceremony at the White House
where President Carter an
nounced his Youth Employment
Initiatives.
President Carter's proposals
were based on recommendations
made by the National Com
mission on Employment Policy.
The Congressionally-created
commission included 11 private
citizens and six Cabinet
secretaries. Porter was appointed
to the commission in 1974 by
former President Gerald R. Ford
and reappointed to the com
mission by President Carter in
1977. He resigned from the
commission last July upon ac
cepting the EMU presidency.
Porter noted that, "In 1974, as
the comm1ss10n began its
deliberations, I soon discovered
the nation not only did not have
a manpower policy, it also had
no_ plan for youth and young
adults. From that point on, I
tried to get the commission to
focus on youth aQd young
adults."
In 1976, the comm1ss10n
created a special subcommittee
on Youth Employment Problems
which was chaired by Porter.
The subcommittee held hearings
throughout the United States and
issued its final report last July. Its
recommendations were accepted
by President Carter last Sep-

tember and form the basis of his
initiatives on youth employment.
Porter went to Washington
Thursday morning, attended the
White House ceremony in the
East Room and a reception in the
State Dining Room, then
returned to Ypsilanti Thursday
evening.

IPARTICIPANTSI

John R. Llanes, associate dean
of the College of Education and
professor of social foundations,
presented a paper titled
"Strategies for Overcoming
Employment Barriers created by
the Melting Pot Theory" Nov. 19
at the National Urban Educator
Conference in Detroit.
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EMU graduate Bill Siemers titled this photograph "Waiting at the
Airport." His photography exhibit continues at the Intermedia Gallery
until Jan. 18.

by Marlene Davenport

Spiritualist Healers Examined by Kaja Finkler
In the farmlands of central
Mexico, she lived as the people
have lived for years; a mattress
on the floor for a bed and an
undependable water supply. She
was an accepted part of the tight
knit community.
She came to the Mexican state
of Hidalgo in 1977 as a virtual
outsider. Soon, she was
dispensing prescriptions as an
apprentice to a local temple's
spiritualist healer.
The spiritualist trained her as
a median, to go into trance, a
step in the direction of becoming
a temple functionary and healer
herself. "I was thrilled when
asked to be a temple func
tionary," she remembered.
But her stay in Mexico came to
an end this fall when Dr. Kaja
Finkler left to resume her
teaching position at EMU as an
associate professor in the
Department of Sociology.
A cultural anthropologist,
Finkler received a two-year
National Science Foundation
grant lo study the non-medical,
spiritualist healing system in
Mexico.
In essence, Finkler studied a
healing system of a well-known
spiritualist temple. Finkler
wanted to examine how the
patients were helped by the
healers, how effective the
healer's treatments were, why
people with illnesses saw a healer
and what kinds of people sought
the help of a healer.
Finkler studied two spiritualist
temples, part of a net-work of
temples located throughout
Mexico and in some parts of the
U.S. bordering Mexico.
Thousands of people each year
come to these temples with what
they consider non-grave illnesses,
such as parasitic illnesses. Many
of the patients at these temples
also have illnesses which weren't
handled by medical doctors, such
as back pain or headaches,
Finkler said.
Thirdly, patients come to the
temple's healers for cultural
illnesses - those common and

EMU Graduate Exhibits Photos
in Intermedia G�llery until Jan. 18

"I want my images to convey
the stark realities of today's living
as well as evoke the feelings of
the times," Bill Siemers, a
graduate of EMU, stated. His
photography is on display in the
Intermedia Gallery in McKenny
Union until Jan. 18.
Siemers has displayed 64 of his
photographs in the gallery, a
combination of photojournalism,
avant-garde and abstracts among

faculty

3,

others. "The exhibit is a little bit
.
o f everything, . Sie mers
remarked.
Siemers approaches photo
graphy as an opportunity to
freeze a moment in time to look
at later. 'Tve always been one to
hold onto the past. I've always
been a collector, preferring to
keep some things which others
discard,"
Siemers stated.
Photographs are a way to
preserve things and take a
minimum amount of room, he
continued.
Siemers is selling framed and
unframed photographs at the
gallery. Unframed photos are
priced at $5; framed photos
range in price from $10 to $45.
Some photos are framed using
antique woods.
Photography is an enjoyable.
hobby for Siemers. Also, he takes
photographs on a free-lance
basis.
A native of Ypsilanti, Siemers
earned a Bachelor of Science
degree in dramatic arts and film,
with a minor in art, in 1978.
Currently, he is enrolled in real
estate courses at EMU.
The exhibit is free and open to
the public. The gallery is open
weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Kaja Finkler

accepted in the community. Such
an illness in the region Finkler
studied was called "aire," a
belief that spirits touch a person
and can cause illness.
An appointment with a healer
isn't like an appointment with a
medical doctor. Gone are the
private, sterilized rooms filled
with medical gadgets.
Instead, five healers, each
robed in a white gown, sit in a
large room in the temple for a
part of the day. In the afternoon,
a second set of healers takes over.
About 80 patients, 90 per<:ent
of whom are Catholic, are seen
by the temple's healers each day,
Finkler found. Each patient
meets with a healer for usually
less than ten minutes, although
longer appointments are com
mon for serious illnesses.
"The appointment with the
healer is not a private situation.
Patients and their healer confer
in one large room, with the
apprentice healers present, too, ..
Finkler stated.
"Being sick is not a private
affair," she added. But this has
its benefits, Finkler pointed out.
"Patients receive recognition
from the healer and community
that they are indeed sick," she
commented. Conversely, when a
patient is cured, the community
is aware of that too.
After the examination, the
healer may prescribe any
number of home remedies, such
as herbal teas, massages, simple
medicines and diets.
Finkler logged about 1,500
examples of treatments during
her stay. She cited one example.
A man saw a healer for pain in
his feet. After examining and
talking with the patient, the
healer prescribed a tea of four
native herbs, a herbal bath,

Eme'rgency
on Campus?
CALL 1-2-3

massages and a diet which ex
cluded irritants like spicy foods
and alcohol.
Although the healers have
more failure than success with
their treatments, Finkler noted
that patients still continue to see
the healers.
"There's more to an illness
than just an organ of the body,"
Finkler said. She explained that
besides the verbal contact,
healers have a close relationship
with the patients which expresses
care and concern.
In her studies of medical
clinics in Mexico, as a point of
contrast to the spiritualist
healers, Finkler found that the
close relationship between a
doctor and patient is lacking.
Also, she noted that many
Mexican doctors "don't pay any
attention to the patient's diet"
when examining them.
"I respect the spiritualist
healers; their knowledge and the
things they do. These people
aren't kooks," Finkler stated.
Finkler noted that healing and
religion or ideology have been
combined in societies for cen
turies. The scientific revolution
changed all that, she said.
How did Finkler become
involved in such a unique study?
She traveled to Mexico in 1970
to complete research for her
anthropology doctorate which
analyzed the economic problems
of Mexican peasants.
That research trip, and others
later, provided an introduction
to a Mexican healer. In 1975, she
began preliminary research on
spiritualist healers and in 1977
was awarded the federal grant to
continue her study.
Finkler stressed the im
portance of research as a
professional and as a teacher. "I
use my research in my classes all
the time," she said. Ap
propriately, she is teaching an
EMU course comparing systems
of illness and curing this winter.
"The University should
I facilitate faculty re�earch
projects," Finkler remarked.

1
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cost-saving
techniques...

EASTERN
MICHIGAN

Job Market

Porter Refl ects on
University in th e 1980s
Editor's Note: The role of the
University and its colleges in the
1980s is the subject of a series
which will be presented in
FOCUS EMU. The series begins
with a look at the University by
President John Porter and Dr.
Giles Carter reflects on the
College
of
upcoming
Technology.
Future articles will examine
the Colleges of Human Services,
Business, Education and Arts
and Sciences and their role in the
1980s. Frank Weir, assistant
publications editor, wrote the
following two articles.

Although the decade of the
1970s began with college
campuses torn by strife -- in
spired by the Vietnam war -- it
ended on a much quieter note.
But that hardly means that
there are no challenges facing
higher education anymore. Far
from it, our nation's colleges and
universities have already entered
an era of complex problems that
have no ready solutions.
Population trends are still on
the decline, legislatures may very
well grow increasingly wary of
funneling appropriations to
college campuses and com
petition for students will un
doubtedly increase. And energy
costs to run those large buildings
constructed in the '60s are bound
to spiral upward.
In a recent article in Intellect
magazine, a director of one of the
campuses within the Penn
sylvania
State
University
system, named several
im
pending events" that would have
the greatest effect on higher
education . Those events include
falling enrollments, legislative
interest, energy and the job
market. Porter commented on
each and how it relates to
Eastern.

that proportion of t h e
marketplace to maintain
stability...
With the pool of traditional
students reduced, Porter believes
that the University will have to
find that which is unique, to
attract its share of the student
population. "The emphasis that
rm pushing for is to get each of
the department heads, the deans
and those in admissions to find
what is unique. That enables the
student to have a choice. Then,
hopefully, once that uniqueness
and quality is put on the table,
thau;l10ice will be Eastern."

"Eastern is a diamond in
the rough. I think what one
has to do now is polish up
the stone and let people
know what it has."
-Dr. John Porter,
president of EMU

declining enrollments. I accept
that at face value.
"What 1 don't accept is that
there is nothing the institution
can do differently in the 1980s to
offset what is a fact. The fact
that there will be less traditional
students is indisputable. But that
doesn't mean that through
different s t r a t eg i e s and
including the
techniques
attraction of non-traditional
students
that one can't
maintain a degree of stability.
We have the quality, uniqueness
and opportunity to maintain
stability. We have developed our
enrollment targets to capture

John Porter

school districts are exempt from
the Headlee Amendment because
they are considered under local
control, higher education has
been thrust in with the four
giants.
"There's going to have to be a

"The fact that there will be less traditional students (in
the 1980s) is indisputable. But that doesn't mean that
through different strategies and techniques - including
the attraction of non-traditional students - that one can't
maintain a degree of stability."
-Dr. John Porter� president of EMU
Legislative Interest

Porter sees the area of state
appropriations to h i g her
education to be a crucial one in
the coming decade. Some predict
a downturn in state ap
propriations here in Michigan.
At the same time, the Headlee
tax amendment which limits
state spending, has complicated
the situation.
"Those 13 universities and
colleges in Michigan are in
competition with the Depart
ment of Corrections, social
services, public health and
mental health. Those are the four
big users of monies beyond state
' aid to school districts . But since

new revenue formula for higher
education in my opinion in order
for us to get through this decade.
It's going to be tough. Unless
there is increased taxation, and
that doesn't look likely at this
point, I think the state may have
to come up with some ingenious
idea to finance higher education
institutions."

Energy Costs

Although EMU's campus is not
as large as some of the other state
universities, it does possess a
number of older buildings that
are less efficient in terms of
energy costs.
'Tm very concerned about
energy costs being out-of- hand
right now with no immediate
view of abatement. We will
continue to look at his carefully.
Hopefully there will be some
incentive to provide for energy

•

Falling Enrollments

Porter states succinctly, " I
think it's safe to say, and I don't
believe there would be any major
disagreement, that the
demographic data indicates that
the number of individuals who
would normally pursue a higher
education will be significantly
less in the 1980s than in the
previous two decades.
"One could conclude, if the
same proportion of students
continue to seek a higher
education, then there will be

devices

and

Much has been written and
spoken of late about the surplus
of college graduates in relation to
society's needs. Porter feels the
way around that is through self
imposed enrollment targets.
"Once you set your self
imposed enrollment targets and
once you can get more people
seeking to be enrolled in your
programs than you have slots for,
you ought to be able to improve
the skills and knowledge of your
students and they ought to be
more competitive in the job
market. And if your enrollment
target isn't exorbitant, you
should be able to place most
graduates in their fields of
choice.
"We assume that if we can
turn out around 3,000 students
each year into the job market, we
can find most of them jobs. Keep
in mind that not all students are
interested in jobs."
He adds, however, that
students should not be recruited
for admission simply with the
promise of a job. "They should
come to Eastern because they
want a liberal arts, broad-based,
enriched educational experience.
We want to do both. We want to
provide that broad-based, liberal
arts education. At the same time,
for those who are seeking jobs,
we want a very well-developed
career planning and placement
program.··
Porter also believes that
collective bargaining and in
creased unionization among
university personnel will con
tinue to have an impact during
the coming decade, "This is a
phenomenon that we have to
accept. It makes it more difficult
to achieve University goals and
our mission. By definition, your
costs are going to exceed your
ability to deliver because as the
faculty grows older costs go up,
but there's no concurrent in
crease in productivity (you don't
add more students, if anything
you reduce the number). In our
labor intensified enterprise -
which is different from a
production-inten�ified enterprise
collective bargaining has

played and will play a major
role. I think one has lo accept
collective bargaining as a reality
and move on from there.··
Although there are plenty of
challenges to be faced, Porter
remains optimistic. ·-rm very
o p t i m i s t i c about
higher
education in general and very
enthusiastic about Eastern
Michigan University in par
ticular. I think higher education
adds an experience for a person
who is in the transition period
between being a youth au.cl being
an adult. And ifs extremely
valuable. And I think higher
education provides an op
portunity for adults to acquire an
additional set of skills and
knowledge.··
Porter feels that there will be
an increased emphasis on higher
education in the decades ahead
because, he believes. the more
people who have a higher
education, the more productive
the nation will be.
As for Eastern itself, Porter
describes it as a "diamond in the
rough." "I think what one ha§ to
do now is polish up the stone and
let people know what it has.
Eastern is sitting in one of the
largest
population
con
centrations in the world. We are
in an area within 50 miles of
which there are nearly seven
million citizens .
"What we have to do is ask
ourselves, is it possible that out of
seven million citizens, 20,000 of
them might be interested in
coming to Eastern? I think the
an_�wer is yes."

I

PARTICIPANTS

I

Jack D. Minzey, head of the
Department of Educational
Leadership, served as a
presenter/lecturer in a tele
lecture presented to graduate
classes at the University of
Wisconsin and New Mexico State
University.
Minzey also was a panelist at
the Michigan Community School
Education Association Con
ference in October. In addition,
Minzey served as director/ con
sultant of an inservice workshop
for classroom teachers held in
Forest Park, Ill., in October.

Troupe Travels to High Schools ;
Showcases Tal ents of EMU Students
The EMU Department of
Speech and Dramatic Arts is
sponsoring a new, innovative
theater troupe, Words and
Company, which will travel to
Michigan high schools.
The t r aveling troupe
showcases the talents of students
'in the EMU oral interpretation
and forensic programs. It is
produced and directed by two
E M U g r a d u a t e oral in
terpretation students, Joey
Golden and Cynthia Meier.
Seven undergraduate students
compose the troupe's cast .
High school juniors and seniors
will be treated to a funny and
entertaining 35- to 45-minute
collage of skits, poetry, essays,
cartoons and readings by Words
and Company.
The troupe, using a minimum
of props and costumes, explores
the comic and sometimes tragic
way in which people do or don't,
can or can't communicate with
others.
··Hopefully, high school
students will have a chance to
reflect on their methods of
communication with others
through the troupe's per
formances,·· stated Dennis
Beagen, EMU director of
forensics and co-adviser of the
troupe.
Dr. Annette Martin, director

of oral interpretation at Eastern,
also advises Words and Com
pany.
Words and Company's skits
reflect situations common to
everyday life. One skit revolves
around a typical bus ride, with
people standing close to one
another but seldom speaking.
Another skit features a busy
street scene with a person trying,
without much success, to get
directions from passersby while

another passerby rudely bumps
into someone walking on the
sidewalk.

Other troupe skits show a wife
and husband reflecting positively
on their married life and com
munication and an employment
interview. Yet another skit uses
an e.e. cummings poem as a
take-off point to examine a
boyfriend/ girlfriend relation
ship.

The seven-member cast of Words and Company are (left to right):
Joseph McNally, Theresa McElwee, Michael Flaherty, Theresa
Shaffer, Terence Duncan, Kathleen R . Takacs and Michael J. Bailey.

Words and Company also
details the evolution of speech
and communication from ape to
man using a liberal dose of
humor.

High school English, speech
and theater teachers should find
the troupe's performances in
formative, Beagen noted.

This pilot program is a good
way to show high school students
what Eastern has to offer.
Beagen hopes that Words and
Company will attract quality
high school students to the
speech and dramatic arts
programs at EMU.
"Our department just has an
inherent advantage to attract
students through a traveling
troupe. In times of declining
enrollments, we're reminded
that the Office of Admissions
shouldn't have all the burden of
attracting students to Eastern, ..
Beagen remarked.

The troupe will perform this
winter in high schools in Sterling
Heights, Dearborn, Franken
muth, Birmingham, Taylor,
Plymouth, Livonia, Farmington,
Grosse Ile and Detroit.
For information on Words and
Company, call Beagen at 4873131.
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College of Technology;
Demand for its Services

Without question, technology
plays a greater role in all our lives
with the passing of each day. We
are tracked from birth to death -
with all the numerous stops in
by computer
between
technology.
And many of us owe our lives
to increasingly complex and
technical medical assistance.
It seems apparent that the
solutions to many of today's
seemingly unsolvable problems,
such as energy shortages and
environmental pollution, will
have to be answered by our
technology in the next decade
and beyond.
Certainly, the demand for
trained technologists is sure to
increase in the next ten years and
EMU hopes to be at the forefront
in training those people.
To that end, the Universi�y is
developing a new College of
Technology that hopefully would
begin offering classes by the fall
of l981.
Dr. Giles Carter, a professor of
chemistry at EMU, has prepared
a planning study examining the
concept of a College of
Technology for EMU.
And he determined that there
is a great need for such a college.
The report stated, '·EMU is
located on the edge of a large
industrial complex that is mainly
technical in nature. Most

industry needs this sort of person
in abundance.··
Carter's report recommended
that three departments comprise
the college including the
Department of Industrial
Technology,
I n d u st rial
Education and Military Science.
A number of baccalaureate
programs were suggested for ·
inclusion in the college by
Carter's report including:
m a n u f ac t u r i n g techology,
construction technology, in
dustrial technology, plastics
technology,
chemical
technology, m e t a l l u rgical
technology, electrical/ electronics
technology,
computer
technology, · communications
technology, energy technology,
environmental science and
technology,
fermentation
technology, technology transfer,
technology assessment, tran
sportation technology and
animal technology .
The last two would be
developed after the other majors
were in place.
The report stated that
·engineering education is dif
ferent from technology education
in that engineering education
tends to be specialized and highly
based on theory while technology
education includes not only
science, but also business,
government interactions and

Giles Carter

fr.nn the fact that much work i;
lex· complex for a technician to
ha,dle and not challengini
enough for highly educated
engineers."
The report adds that such a
si:uation can lead to employ�
dtsSatjsfaction with job content,
m:i,perceptions regarding job
and
re,ponsibilities
d!ii>atisfaction with the ability to
p=ogress to more challenging job
classifications.
'We certainly need mor�
h:ghly trained people, but th�
ve=y fact that engineering has

moved into highly specialized
areas means that it has given up
its broad base. In other words,
the specific practical aspects of
the profession have been em
phasized. Society still needs the
person who does not have the
depth but still has the breadth:·
Carter savs.
Carter's report estimates that
enrollment in the new college
should reach 1,000 within two
years, climbing to 2,000 within
five years.
But with the increase in
technology in our society, there is
a potential for even more
students. The programs that
Carter recommends for initial
implementation all offer a bright
employment outlook through the
decade.
Plastics technology is a case in
point. Carter's report mentions
that the 1978 Directory of
Michigan Manufacturers lists 600
companies that produce or
process plastics in the state.
Although Ferris State College has
a two-year program in plastics to
train technicians, Carter's report
maintains that a four-year
program is needed for persons in
quality control, plastics testing,
manufacturing of plastics and in
management positions with
plastics COrl]panies.
Com£uter technology is

5

another field that would
probably use many graduates.
The report states that Ann Arbor
alone has ten .small computer
companies.
Communications technology,
including written, spoken and
visual communications, could
prove to be an area of growth in
the next decade. Carter mentions
new sub-areas of the field like
satellite communication. lasers,
and telecommunications that are
just now emerging.
Energy technology, environmental science and
transportation
technology,
technology are all areas that will
certainly require trained per
sonnel as society continues to
grapple with difficult, multi
faceted problems.

IPARTICIPANTSI

Jack D. Minzey, head of the
Department of Educational
Leadership, was a keynote
speaker in the "Provincial
Conference in Community
Education held in October in
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Also, Minzey served as a
consultant to the community
education awareness program
held in Prince George, British
.Columbia.

"EMU is located on the edge of a large industrial
complex that is mainly technjcal in nature. Technology
education produces graduates who are broad-b.1sed and
practically oriented and industry needs this sort of person
in abundance."
-Dr. Giles Carter, professor of
chemistry and author of the
College of Technology proposal
companies need persons having a
broad-based education in
science,
mathematics ,
technology and business for
positions in middle management,
production and marketing (such
as technical sales service) . . .
Eastern recognizes a ·vacuum·
that has been created in
education due to the movement
of engineering education towards
more specialization and greater
use of theroy than in the past.
Technology education produces
graduates who are broad-based
and practically oriented and

human relations. The report
stated that there is little
duplication between engineering
education and technology
education.

Graduates of such a college
would fill positions open in
middle management, between
the technician with an associate's
degree and a highly-trained
graduate of an engineering
school. The report states, "The
need for creating the new in
termediate position between
technicians and engineers results

United Way Falls Short

(Con_tinued from page 1)
goal.
Unit totals with the percent of
the total goal raised are as
f o l l o w s : Applied Science
Departments and Programs,
$3,384 for 76.4 percent; College
of Arts and Sciences, $11,991 for
80.3percent;College of Business,
$2,082 for 74 percent; Business
and Finance Division, $1,799 for
89. 9 percent; College of
Education, $5,056 for 89.8
percent;
General
Ad
ministration, $1,504 for 171. 2
percent; College of Human
Servict.s, $2,009 for 98.9 percent;
Division of Student Affairs,
$2,926 for 76.5 percent; and the
Graduate School with $175 for
70 percent.
Eastern's 1979 United Way
Fund Drive will provide
financial support for ap
proximately 50 human service
agencies in Washtenaw County.
Allocations to the agencies are
made annually through a

citizen's review process
community volunteers.

,O un1tedway
$40,260

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

$34,948
86,8%

by

A• original composition by Anthony Iannacone, center, will be given its premiere performance Jan. 21 by
fe]ow members of the music department including Armand Abramson, clarinet; Rodney Hill, flute: and
Elaine Jacobson, piano.

Composition Premieres in EMU
Faculty Trio Concert Jan . 21
by Bruce Maxwell

.\ premiere performance of a
tr_o for flute, clarinet and piano
cc111posed by Anthony Ian
naccone will highlight the fourth
cc11cert in the EMU Facult...
Re:::ital Series, which will b�
presented Monday, Jan. 21, at 8
p.m. in Pease Auditorium.
:annaccone is an associate
professor of music at EMU.
wt.ere he teaches composition
thE-ory-literature, orchestration
and electronic music in addition
tc directing the Collegium
Musicum. He is an award
whning composer, having won
thE- ASCAP Award for Com
pa�ition in 1974, 1975, 1976 and
18"7, the "Prix du Centenaire�
for a violin sonata in 1976, the
K13t and West Artists of Ne""
York Chamber Music Prize fo
his composition '·Rituals"in 1975.
a National Endowment for the
A::s Composition Fellowship fo=
his cantata "The Prince of Peace�
in 1974 and a National Musie

Teachers Association-Michigan
Music;_ Teachers Association
Commission Award for a
collection of piano pieces titled
"Keyboard Essays" in 1972.
Iannaccone received his Ph.D.
in composition from the Eastman
School of Music, which he at
tended on an NDEA fellowship
from 1968 to 1971. While at
Eastman, he won the Howard
Hanson Prize for Composition.
He has had more than two dozen
pieces published, and eight of his
works have been commercially
recorded. Iannaccone has been a
member of the EMU faculty
since 1971.
Among other works on the
Faculty Recital program is the
Cantata 170 J.S. Bach titfed "O
Blessed Rest, thoug givest true
happiness." The Cantata is a
sacred work, performed in
conjunction with the Lessons in
the Lutheran service. It is
composed for a solo voice and
small instrumental ensemble.
Next on the program is

"Fantasie and Chaconne" tor
gu!!_a!:... written by the German
composer Sylvius Leopold Weiss.
Weiss, who was a contemporary
of J.S. Bach, specialized in
composition for lute and guitar
in the late baroque period.

The final piece is "Auf dem
Strom" (On the River) by the
Austrian composer Franz
Schubert. The piece is scored for
tenor, horn and piano.

Members of the EMU music
faculty who will perform in the
recital include Cini Robison,
mezzo-soprano; Kristy Meretta,
oboe; Anne Gajda, harpsichord;
C. Nelson Amos, guitar; Ernest
Brandon, tenor; Marvin Howe,
horn; Elaine Jacobson, piano;
Rodney Hill, flute; and Armand
Abramson, clarinet. Students
who will perform include Donna
Folks, violin; Carol Porter, viola;
and James Coe, organ.
The recital is free and open to
the public.
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CER Television Series - Winter Semester

Each week throughout the winter semester, the Center of
Educational Resources· Television Center will broadcast selected in
dustry-produced videotapes over the campus closed circuit television
system. Showings will be over Channel 5 each Wednesday· at noon'
with a repeat showing at 7 p.m.
Programs can be received in all classrooms equipped with a television
receiver, in apartments in Brown-Munson, Pinegrove and Cornell, in
dormitory lounge areas and on the large screens in the Hideaway and
McKenny Union Snack Bar. Room 111 in the Library is reserved for
noon-time viewing only.
"Snowmobile Safety Savvy"-Viewers can learn the right
Jan. 16
and wrong way to operate a snowmobile in this animated
cartoon narrated by Eddy Albert. Filmed near Woodland
Park, Colorado.
"Dark Continent"-A thrilling cinematic tour of a tropical
wonder: Busch Gardens in Tampa, the Trans Veldt
Railway and a monorail safari deep into the wild animal
kingdom.
"Higher, Faster, Stronger" (U.S. Olympics)
Jan. 23
"Winter Olympics 1976"
Jan. 30
"Lands of Promise • Fields of Hope"-Many nations are
overcoming com_plex agricultural, social, political, and
economic problems to bring arid or jungle-choked areas
into productivity and thus make themselves more nearly
self- sufficient.
Feb. 6
"The Land" -A land of promise awaited the immigrants
who poured onto America's shores. It offered the op
portunity to cultivate both a patch of ground and a new
life. This tape looks at the change from a rural to urban
nation.
"The People"-Mark Twain once captured the essence of
Feb. 13
our populace: commonplace men, remarkable men and University Photographer Dick Schwarze shot this staircase scene using a
lunatics. America's immigrants were diverse individuals, film was exposed at 1/8 sec. at f2. Tri-X film, ASA 400 was used.
capable of turning colonies into a country.
"Innovation" -This tape explores the unique talent that
could turn crazy ideas into "Yankee Ingenuity." Looks at
the great innovators like Edison, McCormick and Whit
ney.
'----------------------------...J
"The Organization"-An overview of a prime factor in
Feb. 20
American growth - organization. Turning scattered
Advisor Hotline
Shortages of Nurses
resources into organized systems is the keynote of this tape,
487-3344
which shows how the process worked in the past and is
working now.
Many areas of the United
Hotline Questions
"The Government" -The past, present, and future
States
are so understaffed in
economic impact of American government. It asks the
Q: What is the "foreign
nurses
that
hospitals are offering
question, "Just what is the proper role of government?"'
language option," and when may financial "incentives" to em
Featured are segments on defense, welfare, housing and
a student use it?
ployees who can recruit new
labor.
A: Students who attain an SAT
nurses. The most scarce are
Feb. 27
"About Cats" -Tammy Grimes tells why cats are so
verbal score of 550 or above or an
operating room nurses, an area
special. Viewers will learn proper care and handling of
ACT English score of 25 or above requiring extensive training.
these graceful pets.
may substitute a course taught in
Operating room nursing requires
"Rumble of Wheels, Jingle of Chain" -A look at the
a foreign language for the basic
extensive
training, and hospitals
magnificent Clydesdales. Watch these animals in action as
studies Group I English com
are
the
most
understaffed in this
the tape follows their growth, training and performance as
position requirement. This is
area.
(Wall
Street Journal,
part of the famous "Big Hitch."
often referred to as being eligible
November
5,
1979)
"The Covenant"-Liberally sprinkled with scenes of
for the "foreign language op
animals and people with animals. This tape describes the
tion." The description of this
education of veterinarians and the many services they
option is on page 35 of the
provide through private practice, research, public health,
current catalog.
regulatory activities, military service and zoo medicine.
Any student may use a course
Mar. 5
"The Eye of Thomas Jefferson"-Thomas Jefferson stands
taught in a foreign language to
among the great statesmen of the world. This tape centers
fill the Group I elective
The Personnel Office an
on his architectural triumphs: his beautiful home, Mon
requirement. In addition, any
nounces the following vacancies:
ticello, and his crowning achievement, the University of
student may use two foreign
Clerical/Secretarial
Virginia.
language literature courses to fill
CS-02 - $295.38-$390.73 "Grant's Farm" -This exciting tape takes you through an
the basic literature requirement.
Merchandise Clerk - University
area once farmed by our eighteenth President, Ulysses S.
See pages 35-36 of the catalog for Bookstore.
Grant. You'll see the cabin built by Grant himself, animals
these options.
CS-03 - $314.69-$417.61
roaming freely in a rustic setting, the Clydesdale breeding
Secretary
Curriculum and
farm and one of the world's largest collections of horse
Instruction.
drawn vehicles.
CS-03 - $314.69-$417.61 Mar. 12
"Edge of Evolution"-An examination of muskeg - a
Course Adjustments
Senior Clerk - Graduate School.
mossy, boggy form of permafrost - will disclose the stages
CS-04 - $341.19-$454.57 and Pass/Fail Option
of evolution through which all life has progressed. Ob
Supervising Clerk - University
Students have until Jan. 25,
servation of muskeg from the coldest reaches of the north to
Bookstore.
its southernmost boundaries illustrates this evolutionary 1980 to drop any class for a 50
Repost from Dec. 26, 1979
percent refund. This process
cycle .
issue of FOCUS:
begins
at
Briggs
Hall.
After
Jan.
"Evidence of Progress"-Sun, water and air in perfect
CS-03
$314.69-$417.61
25, students will only be able to
proportion have blessed this "Spaceship Earth."
(FTE)
Secretary (50 % )
withdraw,
receiving
no
refund.
Technological advances have brought prosperity to man,
History and Philosophy (60-65
but also polluted, depleted and laid waste many parts of This will be initiated in 229
w.p.m. typing required, position
Pierce
Hall.
the world.
available mornings 8 a.m.
Pass/Fail options are available
Mar. 19
"The Old Country on This Side of the Atlantic"-Enjoy a
noon.)
to
any
junior
or
senior
for
free
sight and sound journey through history. Visit England,
Final date for acceptance of
France and Germany without having to leave the United electives and may be applied for
internal applications for the
in
Room
229
Pierce
Hall.
This
States.
above positions i�Jan. 22, 1980.
"Through the Northwest Passage" -This tape documents process must be completed no
Administrative/
later
than
Jan.
25,
1980.
the well-publicized voyage of the SS Manhattan through
Professional/Technical
the Northwest Passage to Alaska's north slope.
AP-03 - $352.39-$455.31 Mar. 26
"Chemistry and Man"-Professional chemists Paul Salt
Graphics Technician - University
man, Robert Laudise, John Meakin and Paul Kando
Tough Test
Publications.
demonstrate current research on iron metabolism, fiber
AP-07 - $532.58-$707.74 Over 40 percent of persons
optics, and solar energy, among other things.
Academic Adviser - Academic
"A Computer Glossary"- A basic explanation of computer taking examinations to practice
Services Center.
terminology. The viewer takes a "fantastic voyage" into the law failed last spring and this
AP-08 - $599.39-$800.54 surprised a great many people:
complex microcircuitry of a computer.
Assistant Manager, General
"In Search of Justice"-Take an incredible look at one day But the Michigan bar exam is
University
Merchandise
nothing compared to the test
in the life of our American judicial system .
Bookstore.
"The World Beneath the Sea"-Historical facts about the taken to become a certified
Apr. 2
AP-08 - $599.39-$800.54 public accountant. Every year,
discovery and early use of oil and the development of off
Project Officer
Office of
an average of 80 percent fail the
shore drilling equipment down through the years.
Research Development (ORD).
CPA exams. (Gracious Reader,
Final date for acceptance of
October, 1979)
(contin.ued next week)

Adviser

Nikon FE with a 85mm lens. The

J I Research I

The Central Intelligence
Agency seeks scholars to serve as
consultants and/or conduct
unclassified research in areas of
their expertise in support of a
diverse set of research endeavors .
Candidates should have a strong
background in at least one of the
following: l) the politics of a
foreign country or region 2)
major international issues that
extend beyond specific countries
or regions or 3) the application of
social science approaches to
foreign affairs analysis.
Send resume to: Central In
telligence Agency, Dept. A,
Room 821-R, P.O. Box 1925,
Washington, D.C. 20013.

OPENINGS
internal applications for the
above positions is Jan. 24, 1980.
Internal applicants
for
Clerical/Secretarial and Ad
ministrative I Professional I
Technical positions should
submit a Promotional Openings
Application Form to the
department i n which the
vacancy exists.
Faculty
Center of E d ucational
Resources - Temporary, full
time, lecturer position available
to work primarily in the
education and psychology
Division. Application deadline is
Jan. 25, 1980.
• Clerical/Secretarial (continued)
CS-03 - (5 positions) - $314.69$417.61 - Secretary - Personnel
Office (Clerical Staff Pool, .
subject to varying work
assignments).
CS-03 - $324.10-$441.21 Secretary - Personnel Office
(Clerical Staff Pool, subject to
varying work assignments) .
Final date for acceptance of
internal applications for above
positions is Jan. 18, 1980.
Internal
applicants for
Clerical/Secretarial positions
should submit a Promotional
Openings Application Form to
the department in which the
vacancy exists.
An Affirmative Action
Equal Opportunity Employer
and Educational Institution
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SPORTS
MEN'S
BASKETBALL

Nov 30
Dec 3
Dec. 5
Dec. B
Dec 1 2
Dec 14
Dec 1 9
Dec 22
Dec 28
Dec 29
Jan 2
.Jan 5
J.m. H
Jun 12
Jan. i6
Jan. 1 9
Jan. 23
Jan. 26
Jan.30
Feb.2
Feb.6
Feb.9
Feb. t3
Feb 16
Feb. 20
Feb. 23
Feb. 26
Feb. 27

at Minnesota
Cleveland State
Saginaw Valley
al Kent SlalA'
a l Wisconsin
at W1scons1n-M1lwaukee
DePaul
Wayne State
Colgate
U of Detroit
Kent State
M1am1

at Ball Slate
at \\'.._..,ll· rn �1ithi�a11
Ohio•
a l Central Michigan•
Bowling Green•
Toledo•
at Detroit
at Northern llhnols •
Ball Slate•
at Miami•
at Bowling Green•
Western Michigan·
at Ohio·
Central Michigan•
MAC Tournament
MAC Tournament

L 56-,77
W, 53-52
W, 58-54
W, 59-67
L, 57·69
W, 73·71
L, 55·57
W,66·55
w. 74-64
w. 66·60
W, 62·63
L. 67 68
L. 58-7.l

\\, (;/;.:;:;

7:30pm
2·oopm
7:30pm
7:30pm
8:00pm
300pm
7:30pm
2:00pm
7:30pm
7:30pm

7:30pm

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
Dec. t
Dec. 3
Dec. 5
Dec.a
Dec t 1
Dec t8
Dec 20
Dec 27
Dec 28
Jan 5
Jan !)
Jan 12
Jan. 18
Jan. 20
Jan. 23
Jan 26
Jan 30
Feb. t
Feb. 6
Feb. 9
Feb. ts
Feb. 1 6
Feb. t 9
Feb. 22

at Saginaw Valley
at Defiance
Wayne State
at Adrian
Shaw College
M1ch1gan
Cleveland Stale
Wayne State
Western Michigan
U of De1ro1t
Jack.son C.C.
Oakland U.
Northern Michigan
Pittsburgh
Bowling Green
Toledo
al Central Michigan
Northwestern
at Western M1ch1gan
at M1am1
al Ball Stale
at Indiana State
at Dayton
Illinois

W 7 1·52
W, 71-51
L. 72-71
W,60·54
w. 85-29
W 5649
W 64·59
W, 56·53
L. 50·62
L 64·78
\I. S7-4'l
11. 1,1-1,2
7:00pm
2 00pm
4 45 pm
3:00pm
6:00pm
7 00pm
6.00pm
3:00pm
6:00pm
2.00pm
7 00pm
7:00pm

MEN'S
TRACK

10:00

11:30
Noon

Special
Jazz Scope
News &
Sports
Radio
Magazine
Jazz Scope

5.00
5:30
1·00
7:30

s·oo
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:15
1:00

Morning
Show

Indoor Track
Jan. 1 1
at NationalC.Y.0.
College Park, MD
Jan. 18·19 at Ohio State Invitational
Jan. 26
al Mi chi gan State Relays
Feb. 1·2
at Wisconsin
Feb.8
at Michigan Stale Invitational
Feb. 1 4
Bowling Green
Feb. 23
MAC 1nv1lational al Kalamazoo
Mar t
Huron Invitational
Mar. 7-8
at AIAW Nationals
Columbia. MO
Mar 1 9
Cenlral Michigan
Outdoor Track
Apr. 4·5
at Ohio State Invitational
Apr. 11-12 at DogwOOd Relays
Knoxville, TN
Apr. 1 9
at Michigan Stale Invitational
Apr.26
at Central Michigan Invitational
May3
Central Mi chigan, Bowling
Green, Hillsdale, Spring Arbor
May9-10
at MAIAWChampionshlps•
Bowling Green, OH
May 1 7
at IAA lnv�ational
Bowling Green. OH
May 21·24 at AIAW Nationals•
Eugene, OR

Nov 1 5
Dec 1 3
Jan. 5
Jan. 12·13
Jan 19
Jan. 21
Jan 26
Feb. t
Feb. 2
Feb.8
Feb.9
Feb 1 5
Feb 22

WOMEN'S
GYMNASTICS

Jan. ts
Jan. 20
Jan. 25
Jan. 26

Jazz Scope

News &
Sports

News &
Sports

Jazz Scope
Spider's
Web

Jazz Scope
Spide�·s

EditDfial

WAh

Options in
Education

Radio
Magazine

Radio
Magazine

All Things
Considered

All Things
Considered

It Sounded
Like This

Masterpiece
Radio
Theater

Jazz
Revisited
News
Jazz Scope

Morning
Show

News
Jazz Scope

News &
Sports
Radio
Magazine
Jazz Scope

News &
Sports
Jazz Scope
Spider's

"'-�

Men's
Basketball

Morning
Show

frl

Morning
Show

IEditorial
Marketplace Proarammina
Advocates
Insight
News &
Soorts
Radio
Magazine
Jazz Scope

News &
Sports
Jazz Scope
Spider's

..... .

Options in
Education
Radio
Magazine
All Things
Considered

Jazz Scope

News &
Sports
Jazz Scooe
Spider's

News
Jazz Scope

Insight
News
Jazz Scope

Dec. 8
Dec. 1 4

Horizons
Hi h
Sc�ool
Basketball

jJn 12.
Jan. 1 3
Jan. 25·26

News

NTS

w. 60-53
L. 30-83

•Mi d-American Conference Meet

WOMEN'S
SWIMMING
.Nov 1 0
Dec. 1
Dec. a
Jan 1 1
Jan 12

State of M1ch1 gan Relays
at P1ttsburah lnv1ta11onal
Oakland
�tichiJ,t�n
.ii \\ t"lcrn .\1kh1),(Jn
Ball Stat,·
Jan. 18
Norll1ij111 M1ch1gan
Jan. 19
al Central M1ch1gan
Jan 26
at Ohio State (M1am1)
Feb 1·2
at Tern Tarbell Invitational
Feb.8
Bowling Green
Feb. g
at Wright Stale
Feb 16
at Michigan State
Feb. 28·291 MAIAW Championship
March 1
Mar 18·21 AIAW Champ1onsh1p

NTS
NTS
W, A?-�A
L. J!J- IOI
L.(ih-i!
T. 711- 711
7:30prn
200pm

Dec. 5

Oakland Un1vers1ty
L. 19·21
w 22·20
Alma College
at Olivet
L. 13-29
Youngstown
L, t 1-27
T 7th· 14
at Cen1ral M1 ch19an Inv
at Muskegon lnv1ta11on
t0:30 am
at Saginaw Valley College 5:00 pm
Lake Superior
Dec 82·29 Midlands
at Norlhwestern University
Jan. 5
al Ohio•
7:30 pm
Jan. 1 2
Open
Jan. 1 9
al Kent Siale•
7:30 pm
Jan. 30
7:30 pm
Toledo•
Feb. 2
at Grand Valley
Tournament
1 1 .00 am
Feb.9
Central Michigan•,
Saginaw Valley
2:00 pm
Feb. 1 3
7:30 pm
Bowling Green•
Feb. 1 5
at Northern Illinois·
8 00 pm
Feb.22
7:30 pm
Western Michigan•
Feb. 29·1
Mi d-American Conference Meet
{al Ball Stale University)
Mar. 13-15 NCAA D1v1s1on I
(at Oregon State University)
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec.

6
7
8
15
17

·M,AC Meets

,at

,un

Morning
Show

Morning
Show

Cambride

American
Popular
Song

Forum
Marketplace

Horizons

Communique

Nacion1t

11:00
11.30
Noon

1 2 30

Enfoque

1 00

Jazz Scope

Jazz Scope

Folk Festtval

o
�. .�:���"

5:00
5:15

Big
Bandstand

Eleventh Hour

All Things
Considered

All Things
Considered

Jazz at
The Institute

Jazz Alive

News
News
Jazz Scope

Kent State Forfeits;
Hurons Back Into MAC Race
The EMU men's basketball
team found itself right back into
the Mid-American Conference
championship race without even
taking the court.

The Hurons, 0-4 after the first
four league games this season,
were informed Friday that Kent
State used an ineligible player in
the l\vo wins over EMU and the
Golden Flashes were forced to
forfeit both games.

Kent had beaten Eastern, 6759, on Dec. 8 at Kent State and
came to Ypsilanti Jan. 2 and
handed EMU a 63-62 defeat. It
was later determined that Kent
forward Doug Lane, who scored
14 points in the first game against
the Hurons and six in the second

outing, had not made proper
progression toward graduation
and was declared ineligible for
the 1979-80 season.
After learning of the forfeits
Friday the Hurons traveled to
Kalamazoo Saturday and upset
Western Michigan, 66-55, to up
their MAC record to 3-2 and
overall record to 9-5.

Eastern is fourth in the league
race at 3-2. Toledo is on top at 4O with Bowling Green and
Miami tied at 3-1. Central
Michigan, Western Michigan
and Northern Illinois are tied for
fifth at 2-2 followed by Ball State
eighth at 1-3, Kent State ninth at
1-4 and Ohio University tenth at
0-4.

6:00
10:00

Jazz Scone
·Men's
Basketball

Jazz Scope

EMU freshman Nada Obrenovich ( 12) drives to the basket in last
week's 57-49 Huron victory over Jackson Community College.
Obrenovich is a first-year player from South Lyon High School. Coach
Kathy Hart's women's squad is currently 8-4 on the year and will host
Northern Michigan Friday, Jan. 18 at 7 p.m. in Bowen Field House.
The Huron women will then host Pittsburgh Sunday at 2 p.m.

7:00pm
2:00pm

WRESTLING

7:00

Program Highlights JAN. 15-21

ADVOCATES IN BRIEF-Wednesday, Jan. 16, 9:30 p.m. - "CIA
Covert Action" features a debate on the effetiveness of secret operations
abroad with former CIA director, William Colby. Repeated Fridays at
11:30 a.m .
•
THE SPIDER'S WEB-Wednesday, Jan. 16, 6:30 p . m. - "Julie of the
.
Wolves,. by Jean George, the story of a young eskimo girl who goes to live

with a pack of wolves.
THE ELEVENTH HOUR-Wednesday, Jan. 16, 11 a.m. and Sunday,
Jan. 20, 7 p. m. · A program of people in the a.rts. Ed Burrows is host.
BIG BAND STAND-Saturday, Jan. 19, 7 p.m . - "' Over There"' brings
the listener music from World Wars I and II.
SATELLITE BALL-Saturday, Jan. 19, 9 p.m. (approx.). Live from
Hoyt Conference Center, EMU Campus. WEMU's Big Band dance with
music by the Ambassadors playing music of the 30s and 40s.
FOLK FESTIVAL U.S.A.-Sunday, Jan. 20, 5 p.m. - 25th Anniversary
"Sing Out" Concert.

Basketball

8 00
9·00

Jazz Scope
Jazz Scope

NTS

Kent Slate·
W, 71·42
Michigan
7:30pm
College Swimming Coaches
Swim Forum · Fort
Laud ·dale. Flori da
at \\ t"lt•ru \1id1 1J,tun
\\. ;.:;..:3X
at Central Michigan•
3:00pm
at Mini MAC
(Ml. Pleasant)
6:00pm
at Miami•
7:00pm
Ball State•
2:00pm
al Bowling Green•
7:30pm
at Ohio University•
2:00pm
at Northern Illinois•
2 00pm
at Mid American Conference
(Bowling Green) Swimming &
Diving Championships
at NCAA Championships
(Gambrldge) Harvard University

WAh

Editonal
Programming
Advocate
in Brief

Nov. 29
Nov. 30

jn 11.;.1

News &
Soorts
Radio
Magazine

2:30 pm
1·00pm
7:30pm

Green and White
at Michigan Collegiate
Relays
Michigan State
M1ch1gan

Nov 3
Nov. · 7

Mar. 27·29

NTS
Green and White
L 123.45·125.10
Michigan
al Bnwlina Green L, 124:55·1319
at \\'L"�tcrn Michigan
\\' , 121.2.5- 117 60
IV. 121 .2.5-I00.30
Ball Slate
7:00 pm
Northern Michigan
Pittsburgh
1 :00 pm
at Miami
7:00 pm
at Ohio State'·
with Clarion

Nov 1 5
Dec I
Dec.a
Jan 12

l:OOpm

MEN'S
SWIMMING

Feb. 1
Feb.S
Feb. 1 5
Feb. 16
Feb. �2-23
Mar. 6-8

Green vs While
NTS
at M1ch1gan
at York lnv11a11onal
at Big Ten Invitational
2 00 pm
Northern Michigan
Mi chigan State
7.30 pm
at Central M1ch1 gan
at Ohio State
at Eastern Kentucky
at Kent State
at Slippery Rock
Bowling Green
7 30 pm
al Ball State
Western Michigan
at Great Lakes Championship
t2.00
Eastern Michigan
noon
lnv1tallonal

•

Radio
Magazine

I

MEN'S
GYMNASTICS

Masterpiece
Eleventh Hour
Rad 10 Theater
News &
Sports

Illinois State
al Kent State
(Eastern Kentucky)
Feb.9
at Slippery Rock
Feb. 1 6
Central M1ch1gan
Feb. 2 1
SMAIAW at EMU
Mar 8
Interstate Invitational ·
at Central M1ch1 gan
Mar. 1 4·15 MAIAWChampionsh1p•
at U. of Illinois
Mar. 29·29 AIAW Championship•·LSU
•Must Qualify

WOMEN'S
CK
RA
____.
. '-__T
_
__
I

mon tue, wed tflur

Morning
Show

Feb.2
Feb.8

·Mid-American Conference Game

Mar. 1
Mar. 29

Indoor Track
Jan. 1 1
at National CYO Invitational
College Park. MD
7:00pm
Green and White
Jan. 12
7:00pm
EMU Invitational
Jan. 1 9
at Michigan Relays
Jan. 26
Quad Meet · Bal dwin
Feb. 2
Wallace, Northwood
Wayne State. Saginaw
Valley
7.00 pm
at Mlllrose Games · New York City
Feb. 8
at Michigan State Relays
Feb. 9
Feb 15·16 al Central Collegiates · Ann Arbor
EMU Track Classic
1 t :00 am
Feb. 23
MAC lnv1tatoonal · at Western
Mar. t
Michigan
1:00pm
Michigan State
Mar 8
Mar. 14-15 NCAA · al Detroit

6:00

Outdoor Track
Mar. 22
at Eastern Kentucky Invitational
Apr. 4-5
at Ohio U. Relays
Apr. 11·12 at DogwOOd Relays
Western M1 ch1 gan•
Apr 1 5
Central Michigan•
Apr 18
at Michigan Stale lnv1lational
· Apr 1 9
Apr 25·26 at Penn State Rel ays
al Notre Dame
may3
Toledo•
May6
at Michigan State
May 1 0
May 15·17 al Mid-American Conference
DeKalb, Ill.
May23·24 al Bowling Green
May30·31 at Central Collegiate Conference
ChamPK>nshlps · Bowf11,g Green
at NCAA Championships
June 5·7
Austin, Texas

10:15
1.00

EMU MEN'S BASKETBALL-The Hurons versus Ohio University,
Wednesday, Jan . 16, 7 : 1 5 p. m., at home. The Hurons versus Central
Michigan University - Saturday, jan. 19, 1:45 p.m. at Mt. Pleasant. Hosts,
John Fountain with Bill Collins.
EMU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Sunday, Jan. 20, 1:55 p.m. - The
Hurons host the women from the University of Pittsburgh. Dave Cudney
and Dai c Braur.scheidcl arc hosts.
HIGH SCIIOOI BASKETBALL-Friday, Jan. 18, 7:4,5 p.m. - The
Braves journey to Jackson for a game with Jackson High. Sam Eiler and Al
Freund are hosts.

Events of the Week

Campus

Highlights

Jan. 15 - Jan. 21

Tuesday, Jan. 15
MEETING-The Chemistry Club will meet in the Oxford Room , McKenny Union, at noon.
MEETING-The Finance Committee of the Board of Regents will meet in 137 Pierce Hall at 9:30
a.rp.
Wednesday, Jan. 16
MEETING-The Faculty Affairs Committee of the Board of Regents will meet i11 the Regents
Room, McKenny Union, at 9:30 a.m.
MEETING-The Board of Regents will meet at 11 a.m . in the Regents Room, McKenny Union.
VIDEOTAPE-The Center of Educational Resources Television Series will show .. Snowmobile
Safety Savvy" and .. Dark Continent" in Room 111, Library, at noon and on Channel 5 (Campus
TV) at noon and 7 p.m.
MICHIMU CONCERT-The Office of Campus Life will sponsor a Michimu Concert featuring
"Cinema" at noon in McKennv Union.
MEETING-The Chess Club will meet at 7 p.m. in the Stratford Room, McKennY. Union.
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "One Sings, the Other Doesn't," starring Valerie Mairesse and
Therese Liobard in Strong Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $1.50.
BASKETBALL-The men's basketball team will host Ohio University at 7:30 p.m. in Bowen Field
House. General admission is $3; non-EMU students $1.50; EMU students admitted free.
FILM-The Community of Scholars Film Serie:. will �huw . . ZardoL.," a science fiction film starring
Sean Connery and Charlotte Rampling in the Goddard Hall Lounge at 7 :30 p.m .
Thursday, Jan. 17
�IEETING-The Biology Club will meet in the Faculty Lounge, McKenny Union, at noon.
MEETlNG-Campus Action will meet at 7 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, McKenny Union.
FILM-MUD Cinema will show Woody Allen's nervous romance "Annie Hall" in Strong
Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $1.50.
CONCERT-Classical guitarist Manuel Barrueco will perform in concert in Pease Auditorium at
8:30 p.m. General admission tickets are $3 and $5; students and senior citizens will be admitted for
$2 and $3.50.
Friday, Jan. 18
HOCKEY-The men's hockey team will play the University of Michigan-Dearborn, ut Dearborn.
GYMNASTICS-The women's p;ymnastics team will host Northern Michigan University at 1 p.m. in
thP W:lrmir r.ymn:isi11m.
TRACK-The women's track team will compete at Ohio State University, in Columhus.
MEETING-The University's Graduate Council will meet in the Tower Room, McKenny Union, at
3 p.m .
__
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Norma Rae;" the film story of a textile worker who fights im
possible odds for unionization, in Strong Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $1.50.
BASKETBALL-The women's basketball team will host Northern Michigan in Bowen Field House
at 7 p . m.
SWIMMING-The women's swimming team will host Northern Michigan at 7:30 p.m. in the
Warner Pool.
Saturday, Jan. 19
TRACK-The women's track team will compete at Ohio State University, in Columbus.
TRACK-The men's track team will host the EMU Invitational, starting at 1 p.m. in Bowen Field
House.
GYMNASTICS-The men's gymnastics team will host Northern Michigan University at 2 p.m. in
the Warner Gym.
FILM-MUD Cinema will show "Norma Rae," the film story of a textile worker who fights im
possible odds for unionization, in Strong Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $1.50.
WRESTLING-The wrestling team will compete against Kent State University, in Kent, Ohio at
7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 20
GYMNASTICS-The women's gymnastics team will host Pittsburgh at 1 p.m. in Warner Gym.
BASKETBALL-The women's basketball team will host Pittsburgh at 2 p.m. in Bowen Field
House.
Monday, Jan. 21
LECTURE-Phi Kappa Phi is sponsoring a brown bag lunch from 11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. in the
Reception Room, McKenny, featuring a lecture by assistant professor Ken Stevens titled .. Arts
Management...
CONCERT-The Faculty Recital Series will present works by Iannaccone, Bach, Weiss and
Schubert at 8 p.m. in Pease Auditorium.
Calendar items for the February calendar of events should be submitted to the Office of Information
Services no later than 5 p.m. Jan. 18.

Films
MUD Cinema will show "One
Sings, the Other Doesn't,"
starring Valerie Mairesse and
Theresa Liobard, Wednesday,
Jan. 16 at 7 and 9 p.m. in Strong
Auditorium. Admission is $1.50.
The Community of Scholars
Film Series will show "Zardoz,"
a science fiction film starring
Sean Connery and Charlotte
Rampling, Wednesday, Jan. 16
in the Goddard Hall Lounge at
7:30 p.m.
On Thursday, Jan. 17, MUD
,Cinema will show Woody Allen's
nervous romance "Annie Hall" at
7 and 9 p.m. in Strong
Auditorium. Admission is $1.50
"Norma Rae," the film story of
a textile worker who fights
impossible odds for unionization,
will be shown by MUD Cinema
Friday, Jan. 18 and Saturday,
Jan. 19 at 7 and 9 p.m. in Strong
Auditorium. Admission is $1.50.
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Kelvin Blakely, a
senior forward on
the EMU men's
basketball
team,
slams home a dunk
against Wayne St11tP.
in a game earlier this
�P��nn ThP mrn \

Conr.�rts

The Office of Campus Life
will sponsor a Michimu Concert
featuring the band, "Cinema,"
Wednesday, Jan. 16 at noon in
the McKenny Union.
Classical guitarist Manuel
Barrueco will perform in concert
Thursday, Jan. 17 at 8:30 p.m.
in Pease Auditorium. General
admission tickets are $3 and $5;
students and senior citizens will
be admitted for $2 and $3.50.
The Faculty Recital Series
concert will present works by
Beethoven, Bach, Schubert and
Iannacone Monday, Jan. 21 at 8
p.m. in Pease Auditorium.

Videotape
The Center of Educational
Resources Television Series will
show "Snowmobile Safety
Savvy" and "Dark Continent"
Wednesday, Jan. 16 in Room
111, Library at noon and on
Channel 5 ( Campus TV) at noon
and 7 p.m.

N umber 22

Jan. 15, 1980

l c u 111

i5

homo

Wednesday for a
7:30 p.m. game
against Ohio U.

Resignations • • • • • . . pg. I
Big Band Dances . . . . pg. I
Campus Life Concert . pg. I
Healers . . . . . . . . . . . . p g. 3
Future Outlooks . . pgs. 4-5
Newsline 487-2460

Sportsline - 487-3279

